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QUESTION 1

Your customer wants to transfer material from facility A to facility B. They are using the interorganization transfer to
perform the transaction in the system. Their requirement is "whenever material is transferred from their facility A to
facility B, facility B needs to pay 5% additional amount to the current item cost." Which task must be set up to
accomplish this requirement? 

A. Manage Cost Organization Relationships 

B. Manage Supply Chain Financial Orchestration Transfer Pricing Rules 

C. Manage Cost Plus Pricing 

D. Manage Organization Relationships 

E. Manage Interorganization Markup 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the correct sequence of consigned inventory process flow. 

A. Consumption advice sent to supplier - Consignment order sent to supplier - Consignment agreement creation -
Consigned inventory received by buyer 

B. Consignment order sent to supplier - Consignment agreement creation - Consigned inventory received by buyer -
Consumption advice sent to supplier 

C. Consignment order sent to supplier - Consignment agreement creation - Consumption advice sent to supplier -
Consigned inventory received by buyer 

D. Consignment agreement creation - Consignment order sent to supplier - Consigned inventory received by buyer -
Consumption advice sent to supplier 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two tasks must be defined to set up the Facilities Schedule? 

A. Manage Facility Time Cards 

B. Manage Facility Operations 

C. Manage Facility Workday Patterns 
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D. Manage Facility Shifts 

E. Manage Facility Holidays 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer is managing a large sales team divided in two different geographies in the USA 

They have the East Coast sales team and the Central sales team. Both teams are handled by one 

manager and perform the same function. 

You customer wants to track the expenses of the two teams separately; however, they do not consider 

them different as they are handled by one manager only. 

How will you fulfill the requirement? 

A. Define them as one department and one cost center. 

B. Define them as a single department and two separate cost centers. 

C. Define them as two separate departments and a single cost center. 

D. It is not possible to fulfill the requirement. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are currently implementing Oracle Cloud for the Singapore entity of your multinational customer. Their 

head office is located in Japan. Apart from Singapore, their other entities are using a legacy system. 

Their requirement is to implement Oracle Cloud in such a way that at the end of the financial year, all their 

financial reporting should be in Japanese Yen. 

How will you fulfill the above requirement? 

A. Define one primary ledger with SGD (Singapore Dollars) as primary currency and use the reporting currency
functionality to provide the necessary data in Japanese Yen currency. 

B. Define two ledgers one in SGD (Singapore Dollars) and one in Japanese Yen and transfer data of all the subledgers
in these two primary ledgers. 

C. Define one primary ledger with Japanese Yen currency so that all the subledger data gets converted to Japanese
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Yen automatically. 

D. This requirement cannot be fulfilled. 

Correct Answer: A 
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